Annie Maheux - Foraged Bites

ANNE MAHEUX IS A CANADIAN ARTIST CURRENTLY BASED IN WHITEHORSE, YUKON, CANADA.

She works with the medium of food, inspired by the Eat Art movement from the 1960-70s by artist Daniel Spoerri. She uses mostly art performances, product design and culinary happenings to express her ideas about food consumption and the industry surrounding it. Recent explorations include several participative banquets offering visual, technological and tactile experiences while eating outdoors.

Akassiah - Foraged Bites

Co-creator

AKASSIAH IS A FRENCH-CANADIAN ARTIST LIVING NEAR THE BEAUTIFUL MOUNTAINS OF KLUANE, IN DAKWARADA (HAINES JUNCTION), YUKON, CANADA, AND IN WHITEHORSE.

Her educational background is in astronomy and forest ecology but she has always practiced visual arts since she was little. She is inspired by Annie’s spiritual relationship with nature. Akassiah’s work focuses on medicinal plants, animals and plants of Northern Canada, celestial bodies and the power and the beauty of femininity.

She also likes to incorporate memories and symbols from her experience as a tree planter in British Columbia and Alberta. Her favourite mediums are watercolour, ink and gouache. When she is not painting, you can find Akassiah hiking or skiing in the mountains with her dog Oslo.

Visit yukonconservation.ca/created-at-the-canyon for a full list of funders, supporters and sponsors.